Cooperative behaviors are common in humans, and they are the fundamental basis of our society. Theoretical and experimental studies have modeled environments where the behaviors of humans, or agents, have been restricted to analyze their social behavior. However, it is important that such studies can be generalized to a less restrictive environment in order to understand human society. Social network games (SNGs) provide a powerful tool for the quantitative study of human behavior using a less restrictive environment than in previous studies. We focused on multilevel selection, one of the theoretical frameworks used to study the evolution of cooperation. The evolution of cooperation by multilevel selection requires that the continual assortment between cooperators and noncooperators is generated; thus, humans may have acquired mechanisms that ensure assortment (e.g., migration between groups). This study aims to investigate this mechanism in a less restrictive environment. For this purpose, we researched the effect of migration based on data analysis in an SNG where the players could behave more freely than was possible in the environments used in the previous studies. We showed that players maintained assortment between cooperators and defectors in this SNG, where it appears that environmentally driven migration generated the assortment.
. These evolutionary dynamics require a structured interaction where cooperators interact more frequently with cooperators and noncooperators interact more frequently with defectors, because cooperators would be exploited by noncooperators. Thus, humans must have acquired mechanisms for assortment between cooperators and noncooperators during the evolutionary process. Five theoretical mechanisms have been proposed 5 : kin selection, direct reciprocity, indirect reciprocity, spatial selection, and multilevel selection. Theoretical and experimental studies have presented evidence of these mechanisms 6 . Evidence has been acquired using modeled environments with constrained behaviors of humans, or agents, to analyze their social behavior explicitly. However, it is important that this evidence be generalized to a less restrictive environment to understand human society 6 , because humans act motivated by various reasons including non-rational thinking 7, 8 . These empirical findings (e.g., 7, 8 ) would lead to new theoretical studies (e.g., 9 ). Interactive online games are particularly powerful tools for the quantitative study of human society [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In online games, numerous players can behave more freely than is possible in the environments used in the theoretical and experimental studies 5, 6 , i.e., they do not need to select from a sequence of several alternatives, because they always have multiple alternatives. In addition, the actions of all players can be recorded. In the present study, we analyzed a social network game (SNG), such as Rage of Bahamut (http://mobage.com/games/rage-of-bahamut) or Girl Friend BETA (http://vcard.ameba.jp) to understand cooperative behavior among humans, because the following features of SNGs provide easier analysis of cooperative behavior. SNGs allow real players to cooperate and compete with others in situations when the player's benefit is represented by a quantitative value, such as a payoff in game theory.
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The importance of co-evolution of individual strategy and population structure in the evolution of cooperation was shown by the theoretical studies 15 which often used structured population models, e.g., subdivided groups, lattice networks, complex networks, and so on [16] [17] [18] . We focused on the theory of multilevel selection 19, 20 which is also one of the structured population models, where we considered a population that was subdivided into groups. An individual in a group that includes many cooperators obtains a higher payoff than one in a group that includes many noncooperators (between-group selection). At the same time, a noncooperator obtains a higher payoff than a cooperator within the group (within-group selection). Multilevel selection theory shows that cooperators evolve when the former type of selection predominates over the latter type. However, noncooperators always increase in their groups via within-group selection. Thus, the evolution of cooperation by multilevel selection requires that continual assortment between cooperators and noncooperators is generated; therefore, humans may have acquired mechanisms that facilitate assortment 21 . If we consider migration between groups as the mechanism, unintelligent migration decreases the assortment, i.e., all individuals leave and enter the group with equal probability, and frequent random migration reduces the variation between groups 20, 22 . On the other hand, intelligent migration generates assortment [23] [24] [25] . Ichinose and Arita 25 estimated the effect of migration on the evolution of cooperation in an individual-based simulation. In their model, individuals migrated between groups in response to a poor environment. This behavior is referred to as environmentally driven migration. The model showed that cooperators often migrated from a group that included many noncooperators because their payoff was lower than the noncooperators' payoff. The simulation demonstrated that environmentally driven migration can generate a biased distribution between groups. Additionally, there are other partner selection models, e.g., spatial moves 26 , dynamical social networks 27, 28 , parasite migration from hosts in host-parasite relationships 29 , and so on. A time scale difference between individual strategy and population structure, which was a control parameter, was critical for emergence of cooperative behavior in these studies [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The behavior when selecting partners, which is similar to environmentally driven migration, was confirmed in humans by the experimental studies [30] [31] [32] . Wang et al. 32 showed that the selection of partners promotes cooperation in the prisoner's dilemma game using a social network. Players maintained the link with their partner when they were satisfied (i.e., their payoff was higher than that of their game partner). However, the players often broke the link with their partner if they were not satisfied (i.e., their payoff was smaller than that of their game partner). Thus, a cooperator broke their links with noncooperators and made links with others in the same manner as environmentally driven migration. As a result, cooperators interacted more frequently with cooperators and noncooperators interacted more frequently with noncooperators. A time scale difference between individual strategy and partner selection was also discussed in these experimental studies. In the studies 31, 32 , the maintenance of cooperation required that the time scale of partner selection was short. On the other hand, the maintenance of cooperation was possible even if individuals did not select partners (i.e., the time scale of partner selection was very long) 33 . The previous theoretical [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and experimental [31] [32] [33] studies discussed a time scale difference between individual strategy and partner selection was critical for the emergence of cooperative behavior.
This study aims to investigate this mechanism that generates the assortment between cooperators and noncooperators in a less restrictive environment. For this purpose, we research the effect of migration on the assortment based on data analysis in an SNG where the players can behave more freely than is possible in the environments used in the previous studies, e.g., they can update their partners anytime. We focus on a game scenario where the cooperative behavior is defined by constructing a payoff matrix in the situation. Based on this definition, we analyze players' cooperative behavior and their migration behavior.
Materials and Methods
In this section, we provide the minimal SNG information and the definition of cooperative behavior in an SNG (see Appendix section A, B, and C for game information, rules, and definition, respectively).
We analyzed cooperative behavior in the SNG, "Girl Friend BETA, " in which players acquired "event points" and competed in the rankings based on those points, because the players received better awards as their rankings increased. This SNG released at 29/10/2012. The player's ranking order was determined by the sum of event points obtained in the period from 3/25/2013 to 4/8/2013. It was impossible to analyze societal dynamics in this SNG, because the rules changed frequently. The situation in the SNG was also unstable in the early stage of this period; therefore, for simplification, we used only the data from the final three days.
The event points for players' actions correlate significantly with their levels, one of a player's attributes (accurately, the event points per player's action depend primarily on players' attack power, which strongly correlates with their levels. The game did not store to a log file, hence we used players' levels as alternatives). Players must spend their energy to obtain event points; therefore, the number of players' actions is finite. There are two methods for replenishing these points, waiting for the points to replenish over time and using a paid item. Let "payment amount" be the sum of money spent by each player during the analysis period. Players must use their resources (items and time) effectively to progress to a higher ranking, because any player's time and money are finite. Players belong to groups in which they cooperate with each other to play the game efficiently; the groups were limited to 1-50 players. The SNG is designed to ensure that cooperation with group members results in an effective game play. We filtered out players who do not belong to groups, because almost all active players belonged to groups to play effectively. Active players can create groups on their own. Others can apply to join groups at any time and then join a group after acceptance of the application by an administrator, who is typically a group founder. Players can leave a group at any time and apply to join a different group. We regarded this behavior as migration. Players observe their group members' behavior (e.g., attack on common enemies (see details later)), because the game system shows their behavior on the game screen. We targeted groups of five or more active players who logged in at least one or more times to analyze social interactions.
Players can communicate at any time through simple text messaging. This does not negatively affect either senders or receivers; nevertheless, its positive effects are also few. Players acquire a few points for a lottery that provides a card, when the players send messages to other at the beginning of each day. However, players must pay 200 points for the lottery, and the effect of the card is small, i.e., the points do not increase players' abilities.
We analyzed cooperative behavior based on migration in the above environment. Table 1 shows its basic numerical information. The proportion of migrators was 0.224. It was difficult to track all cooperative behavior, because players can exhibit various behaviors in the SNG. Hence, we selected a specific cooperative behavior among various cooperative behaviors and regarded the frequency of that behavior as a measure of a player's cooperativeness.
We focused on a game scenario in which the relationship between players was similar to that in the Leader game (Table 2 ), but it was not possible for both players to cooperate at the same time in this scenario (see appendix C). In the Leader game, Pareto efficiency is achieved, when one player cooperates and the other does not. Then the cooperator receives S, and the noncooperator T. However, both try to avoid the worst situation (i.e., they get P), but they also do not want to pay the cost to avoid the worst situation (i.e., they do not want to get S). That is, players receive a high payoff by sharing S and T on repeated plays of the game, a process known as ST reciprocity 34 . We recognized this cooperative behavior, which provides the payoff T from one to the other, as a cooperative behavior in this scenario.
Here, we consider the payoffs for cooperators and noncooperators in a population, which are terms used in the analysis. When the proportion of cooperators was p ∈ [0,1], the expected value of a cooperator's payoff was as follows:
where the first term is the expected value when a cooperator interacts with other cooperators because either of the cooperators can attack an enemy. The second term is the expected value when a cooperator interacts with noncooperators because the cooperator always attacks an enemy. The expected value for a noncooperator's payoff is as follows:
where the first term is the expected value when a noncooperator interacts with cooperators because the cooperators always attack an enemy. The second term is the expected value when a noncooperator interacts with noncooperators because the noncooperators do not attack an enemy.
Names Value
The number of players 35,071
The number of groups 6,234
The number of migration players 7,863 Results Figure 1 shows the density distribution for the proportion of cooperators in each group. There were two major classes of groups: one comprised only noncooperators (noncooperative group, group D) whereas cooperators coexisted with noncooperators in the other (cooperative group, group C). The coexistence of cooperators and noncooperators is trivial, because we defined cooperators based on the Leader game.
On the other hand, it is interesting that assortment occurred between cooperators and noncooperators, because if players did not form group structures then the proportion of cooperators in each group should have been equivalent. We compared the two classes to analyze the cooperative behavior. Why was this assortment generated? The expected value when a cooperator interacts with another cooperator is (S + T)/2. The expected value when a cooperator interacted with a noncooperator is S (and a noncooperator acquires T). Thus, the cooperators had to interact with other cooperators to acquire a high payoff since (S + T)/2 > S. Therefore, the cooperators probably formed groups with other cooperators to avoid noncooperators.
How did the cooperators maintain their group structures? Figure 2 shows the rate at which members left groups, where the cooperators left the groups more frequently than the noncooperators. Thus, it , chi-squared test. The number of "C-group, C-Players" was 1131 and the number of "C-group, D-Players" was 3869. We obtained a random sample of 5000 from all of the cooperative groups. The cooperators left the groups more frequently than the noncooperators.
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Here, we consider the payoff (payment efficiency) at the group level and the individual (player) level to estimate the effect of cooperative behavior based on evolutionary game theory. First, we consider the payment efficiency at the group level. Cooperative group members should obtain better benefits than noncooperative group members based on multilevel selection theory. Figures 3,4 show the mean of event points in each group and the mean of payment efficiencies in each group. In both cases, the cooperative groups had higher values than the noncooperative groups.
How did the cooperative groups obtain their advantages? The expected value of the payoff for a cooperative group (i.e., p had a maximum value of 1) was (S + T)/2. By contrast, the expected value of the payoff for a noncooperative group (i.e., p had a minimum value of 0) was P. Therefore the former situation was more advantageous than the later since (S + T)/2 > P. Thus, the players who belonged to cooperative groups increased their payoff via cooperation. , Wilcoxon's rank-sum test. The number of C was 1683 and the number of D was 817. We obtained a random sample of 2500 from all of the groups. The members of the cooperative groups had more event points per member than did the noncooperative group members. , Wilcoxon's rank-sum test. The number of C was 1683 and the number of D was 817. We obtained a random sample of 2500 from all of the groups. The payment efficiencies were higher for the cooperative groups than the noncooperative groups.
Next, we consider the payment efficiency at the individual level in cooperative groups. In cooperative groups, noncooperators should obtain better benefits than cooperators based on multilevel selection theory. Figures 5 and 6 show players' event points of players and the payment efficiencies of players. In both cases, the cooperative groups had higher values than the noncooperative groups.
How did the cooperators obtain their advantages? We consider the individual level in cooperative groups (i.e., p had a maximum value of 1). The expected value for a cooperator's payoff was (S + T)/2. By contrast, the expected value for a noncooperator's payoff was T. Therefore, the noncooperators should have obtained a higher payoff than cooperators. However the cooperators received a higher payoff than the noncooperators, as described above. It may have been due to that the equation (1) and (2) assume that intragroup interaction is homogeneous, because if the interaction was heterogeneous (i.e., players selected interaction partners in their groups) then cooperators may obtain better benefits than noncooperators. Figure 7 shows the density histogram of the coefficient of variation for the number of cooperation from others to each player in each group. The most of values were far from 0, i.e., intragroup interactions were heterogeneous. This heterogeneity may suggest that other underlying mechanisms had effects (e.g., reciprocal altruism 35, 36 ).
Summary
In the present study, we showed that players maintained assortment between cooperators and noncooperators in this SNG, where it appears that environmentally driven migration generated assortment. In addition, the cooperators played the game more efficiently.
The present study provides quantitative confirmation that the evidence described in the previous studies 25, 27, 28, 31, 32 is applicable to an environment where players can behave with fewer restrictions than the previous modeling-based studies without controlling the frequency of partner selection which was discussed in the previous theoretical [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and experimental [31] [32] [33] studies as a critical parameter for emergence of cooperative behavior. The frequency may have been in an intermediate range like the previous study 28 , because the proportion of migrators was reasonably far from 0 and 1, i.e., 0.224. In addition, our results suggest that the underlying cooperative behavior is based on other mechanisms (e.g., reciprocal altruism) because cooperators acquired more advantages than noncooperators in cooperative groups and their cooperative interactions were heterogeneous. The analysis of this phenomenon is a challenge for the future research.
In this study, we focused on migration behavior as a support mechanism for multilevel selection. However, in reality, humans use multiple mechanisms to cooperate with each other, e.g., migration, direct reciprocity, indirect reciprocity, and so on 5, 6 , where time scale between strategy updating and partner selection based on these mechanisms seem to important [16] [17] [18] . Therefore, we would like to consider the interaction of these mechanisms and their time scale in our future work.
